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There was a time when HTC was known for its Windows phones, but recently this popularity was
hijacked by Nokia. Not long before, the brand has come up with Nokia Lumia 800 and Lumia 900.
The phones have been making headlines in the stable of smart phones since they first surfaced in
the market. But it seems that HTC has again waged a war on Nokia with the launch of HTC Radar.
Just go ahead why it is a good buy.  

Latest Mango OS

The first reason to buy the phone is Windows Phone Mango. Yes, it runs on Windows Phone Mango
which is not as famous as Android or iOS, still this latest operating system of Microsoft is a viable
and exciting alternative. Even, we are ready to ague that it is more beautiful and easy to use a
number of terms. Actually, this is a phone for those who want shiny, easy to operate latest
multimedia phone along with a bunch of some exciting applications. 

Eye Catching Aluminum Casing

Accepting that a large number of manufacturers produce Windows Phone handsets, here we tell
you the main reason to purchase HTCâ€™s new creation. The thing we are talking about is its aluminum
casing. The HTC has made the phone into aluminum casing as if it would survive a bomb blast or it
would be affected by rough handling all round the year. Its solid aluminum casing causes envy for
the plastic casing phones. 

For more reasons, just read on this short review.

3.8 inch Middle size Screen

The HTC was not parsimonious when it equipped HTC Radar with 3.8 inch S-LCD display screen
which is commonly seen with a lot of Android smart phones. Notwithstanding its sharper and bright
display, it is not as vibrant as you find Nokia Lumia 800.

Power of 1GHz Processor

Windows phone buffs already know that Windows phones hardly leave any complaints as far as
processors are concerned. All Windows phone have smooth running of applications. And HTC
Radar is not an exception. It in incorporated with 1GHz Qualcomm CPU. 

Affordable on Vodafone

Then you are going to buy powerful and well managed HTC Radar which is fitted with hundreds of
cutting edge features. In spite of all these wonders, buyers can also lay their hands on HTC Radar
on Vodafone contract, sating just from Â£25 per month.

Check out the more Detalis. Htc Sensation xe deals @ www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk
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Harry Smith - About Author:
Harry Smith is expert telecom adviser and he writes articles on mobile. Get the right information for
mobile technology and we provides the best deals offers with a htc sensation xe deals and a htc
sensation xe contract. Visit for more info :- http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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